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ABSTRACT 

A method to reduce ambiguity at the level of word tagging, on the basis of local syntactic constraints, is described. Such "short context" constraints are easy to process and can remove most of the ambiguity at that level, which is otherwise a source of great difficulty for parsers and other applications in certain natural languages. The use of local constraints is also very effective for quick invalidation of a large set of ill-formed inputs.  \Vhile in some approaches local constraints ·  are defined manually or discovered by processing of large corpora, we extract them directly from a grammar (typically · context free) of the given language. We focus on deterministic constraints ,  but later extend the rnethod for a probabilistic language model. 

1 .  Introduction: Local Constra ints 
and their Use 

Let S = w., . . .  , WN be a sentence of length N, {Wi} being the words composing the sentence. Ideally, a lexical-morphological analyzer can assign to each word ITT a unique tag ti , expressing its grammatical characteristics (typically part of speech and features) . The unique tag image t1 , • • •  , tN of S could then serve as input to NLP applications, including - but not limited to - parsing. 

1 The first author is also affiHated with the Open University. 

In reality, however, vV; may have more than one interpretation, hence ti is not uniquely defined. Examples for ambiguity at this level in · English are nouns (both in singular and _in plural forms) which can_ be often interpreted at word-level as verbs; words ending with "ing" which are ambiguous between tentative readings as a progressive verb, a gerund and an adjective; etc . Hebrew, our main language of study, poses a much greater difficulty, because of the complexity of its morpho-syntax - and the "terse" nature of the vowel-free writing system. In modem written Hebrew, nearly 60% of the words in running texts are ambiguous with respect to tagging, and the average number of possible readings of words in a running text is found to to be 2.4 (See [Francis 82] for data on English) .2 In addition, in many cases the morphological analysis of a Hebrew word yields a - sequence of tags rather than a single tag, and different interpretations may be mapped to sequences of different lengths (similar phenomena may be found in other Semitic languages and in Romance lan
guages where cliticization occurs) . This is in fact a different order of the ambiguity issue. Consider as an example the written_, character string VRD ( 111 ) ,  which can be interpreted in Hebrewas: 

[ Noun J ( 11 vered 11
' = ·  a rose) 

o r :  [ Adj J ( 11 varod " = rosy) 
or :  [ Conj , Verb  J ( 11 v - red 11 = and  descend) . 

We will refer to a sequence of M tags (M 2=: N) which is a legal (per word) tag image corresponding to the sentence S = W1, . . .  , WN , as a path. The number of potentially valid paths can 

The second author's main affiliation is the I B M  Scientific Center, Haifa, Israel. 
Please address e-mail correspondence to: rimon@hujics .B ITN ET rimon@haifasc3 . I INUS1  . I B i\11 .COM 

2 The degree of ambiguity is obviously affected by the grain of the tagging system (the level of detail of the tag set). 
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be exponential in the length of the sentence if all words are ambiguous. A parser will reduce this number to the minimum feasible. But we are interested in · quicker, even if not perfect methods to reduce the number of valid paths and wordlevel ambiguity.3 
This paper describes a method to reduce tagging ambiguity, based on local syntactic constraints .  A local constraint of length k on a given tag t is a rule disallowing a sequence of k tags from being in the Short Context of t. Intuitively, a Short Context with length k of a tag t in a given sentence S, denoted by SC(t ,k), is its right or left tag environment. Before giving the fonnal definitions, let us mention that short context methods of one form or another are not new. They can be found in papers such as [Beale 88] , [Choueka 85] ,  [DeRose 88] ,  [Katz 85] ,  [Lozinskii 86] , [l\larcus 80] , [Marshall 83] - to name a f cw. Our approach differs in various aspects, but mainly in the manner by which short context constrains are defined and identified. In the next chapter we · will . show how the constraints are . retrieved directly from a grammar of the language, establishing a finite state mechanism which approximates the grammar. 
To start with a more formal treatment of the short context notion, let us first add to the sentence S two special "words": "$ < ", denoting "Start" as the beginning of sentence marker, and " >  $", denoting "End" at the end of sentence. These markers are also added to the tag image of the sentence. 
We can now look at the resolution of ambiguity as a graph searching problem. As an example, suppose we have a sentence with three words, A B C, and assume that the initial tagging output of the lexical analyzer is the following (rather unlikely for English, but quite realistic for Hebrew) : for A :  for B :  for C :  

[ verb ] o r  [ det , noun ] [ pron ] or [ adv ] [ conj , adj ] or [ noun ] 

Then we can look at SG, the Sentence Graph, which is a directed graph where arcs represent all a-priori possible locai paths: 
A B C 

/'verb "'-. ,;ro
x
n ?conj -> adz $ y" 

, �>$ 
\ / ·"'..:.i � noun / det -> noun -> adv --> Every path from "$ < "  to " >  $" represents a possible interpretation of S as a stream of tags. Note that invalidating even · a small number of arcs from SG reduces rapidly the number of possible paths. 

As said above, we use local constraints to remove invalid arcs, and to finally arrive at the Reduced Sentence Graph. 
Let T be the set of all possible tags - the tag set. The Right Short Context of length n of a tag t is defined by: SCr ( t , n ) for t i n  T and for n=0 , l , 2 , J  . . .  

t z  I z i s  i n  T* , } 
I z I = n or  } I z I < n i f " >$ " i s  t he  l as t  tag i n  z , } and tz  i s  a va l i d  sequence o f  tags } The Left Short Context of length n of a tag t is denoted by SCI (t ,n) , and is defined in a symmetric way. 

The definition of "validity" of tag sequences can vary. In our approach validity will be relative to a given formal grammar of the language, not to independent linguistic intuitions. This will be elaborated in the next chapter. 
The Right ( or Left) Positional Short Context i is the same as SCr (t,n) (or SCI (t ,n) ), but with the restriction that t may start only in position i in a sentence ( or, in fact, in the tag image of a sentence) . We denote the Right Positional 

3 ;\;ote that the two sub-goals of the tagging ambiguity problem - reducing the number of paths and reducing word-level possibi lities - are not identieal. One can easily construct sample sentences where each word is two-way ambiguous, hence the sentence has 2N potential paths, of which only two are valid, while still keeping all wordlevel ambiguity. 
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Short Context of length n of a tag t in position i by PSCr (t,n,i) ; similarly, PSCl (t,n;i) denotes the Left Positional Short Context of length n of a tag t in position i. 
The examples in this paper will ref er to the Right Short Context (positional and non-positional) of length 1 .  This is done mainly for the sake of clarity, but empirically it seems that even the limited set of · constraints which · · can be expressed in these terms is powerful enough to invalidate many arcs in the Sentence Graph, thus resolving a great deal of the tagging ambiguity. See also a comment to that effect in [Marshall 83] . 
ln the ideal case, by removing arcs from the graph on the basis of local constraints, the reduced sentence graph will contain the one and only globally valid path from Start ("$ <") to End f' > $") . In such cases, all tag assignments are also uniquely determined. But there may be cases where several paths survive the short context tests, not only because there exist more than one legal syntactic analysis, but due to the fact that even illegal analyses at the sentence level may conform to local constraints. This means that some of the words may still have ambiguous tag assignments, and, if followed by parsing, the parser will have to rule out the (hopefully few) impossible combinations. There is another interesting case, where no path at all exists after reduction. · This signifies ah illegal input sentence; hence a quick and effective means to invalidate (at least part of the) illegal inputs.  
The probabilistic model, which will be discussed in chapter 4, suggests a different scheme for reducing the sentence graph. Here arcs are not necessarily removed, but rather evaluated for relative plausibility. Only high probable overall path(s) through the graph will be selected. 
2. Extracting Local Constraints 

from a Grammar 

If a formal grammar G exists for the language L,  then, by definition, i t  contains all the syntactic knowledge about L. As such, it also contains the knowledge about Short . Contexts. However, 
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most of this knowledge is not explicit; for example, boundary conditions (the adjacency of a final tag in a constituent phrase with the initial tag of the following phrase) are not explicitly stated in a phrase structure grammar; they have to be extracted to be used for preliminary screening of lexical and morphological ambiguities as described above. 
In the following we will assume that an unre·- · stricted context-free phrase structure grammar (CFG), G, exists for the given language;L. Later we will discuss other grammars too. We will use the following notations: 
T = The set of Terminal symbols (the tag-set) $ < = The sentence start terminal > $ = The sentence end terminal V = The set of Variables ( non-terminals ) 
S = The root variable for derivations P = Production rules of the form A -- > a , where A is in V, a is in ( V U T ) *  

For technical purposes,  we will substitute every grammar rule of the form S -- > a with an equivalent rule S -- > $ < a > $ ,  thus adding the two special terminals mentioned above to T. 
We will now revise the definitions of Short Context from chapter 1 ,  relative to the · given grammar G. The rules in G are the only source for determining the validity of tag sequences. 
The Right Short Context of length n of a terminal t (tag) relative to the grammar G is defined by: 

r SC (t , n ) for t i n  T and for n=0 , l , 2 , 3  . • .  G 
tz I z i s  i n  T *  , } I z I = n or  } I Z I  < n i f ">$ " i s  t he  l as t  tag i n  z , } and t here ex i sts a deri vat i on of  the } form :  S ==> a t  z p } where a and p are i n  (V U T) * } The Left Short Context of length n of a terminal t (tag) relative to the grammar G is defined in a similar way, and is denoted by: 
l SC ( t , n )  for t i n  T and for n=0 , l , 2 , 3  . . .  
G 



For short context with n = l ,  it is useful (and natural) to define: 
r nex t ( t )  = { z I t z  bel ongs to SC ( t , 1 ) } G The Right Positional Short Context of length n of a tag t in position i, relative to the gramrriar G, is defined by: 

r PSC ( t ,, n , i )  for t i n  T ,  n=0 , l , 2 , 3 ,  . . .  , i >0 G 
t z  I z i s  i n  T* , } l z l  = n or } I z I < n , i f 11 > S II i s t he l as t t a.g i n z , } a nd  t here �x i sts  a deri vation  o f  t h e } form :  S ==> a t z /J } where a and fJ are i n  (V U T ) * } and  t i s  i n  t he  i - t h  pos i t i on i n  a } tag - i mage of  a sentent i a l  form o f  S } 

The Left Positional Short Context is defined in a similar way and denoted by: 
PSC ( t ,  n ,  i )  G 

The following is a procedure to compute the function next( t ), from a CFG. Without loss of generality, one may assume that this CF.G has no inaccessible symbols, has no useless symbols and is e-free,  i .e .  has no rules of the form V -- > the empty string. [Aho 72] describes efficient algorithms to achieve this normal form. 
We find the next(t) set by examining P, the rules of G :4 1 .  I f  t here i s  a ru l e i n  P of t he  form :  A - -> a t  x fJ a n d  x i s  i n  T ,  t h en x i s  i n  next ( t ) .  2 .  I f  t here i s  a ru l e i n  P of the  form : A - -> a t  B /J and B i s i n  V ,  t h en t h e  set  f i rst ( B )  i s  a s ubset o f  next ( t ) .  

3 .  I f . t h ere i s  a rul e i n  P o f  t h e  form :  A - -> a t  t hen  the  set fol l ow (  A ) i s  a s ubset o f  next ( t ) .  
The computational complexity of the construction of the set next( t ) . depends, on the complexity of computing the first and follow set. There are well known algorithms to fi.ndi these sets from a given CFG. The complexity of follow( t ) is exponential in the size of the look ahead window, which is the length of the context. This is another reason to limit the context s  to really short ones ( although note that the extraction of constraints from the grammar is a one-time preprocessing phase, hence the performance issue is not critical) . 
To conclude this chapter, we borrow the concept of event dependency from probability theory, just to offer the following view on short context constraints. The events being concatenation of tags, the short context · basically defines independent constraints, while in the full grammar the dependent constraints are expressed. This distinction is particularly apparent in SCr(t , l )  or SCl(t , l ) ,  wher-e "events" only apply to a pair of neighbors; as the context gets longer, the constraints become more dependent and closer to the full grammar. The metaphorical description above gets especially interesting when a statistical dimension is added to the model (see chapter 4) . There, indeed, SC( 1) considers independent probabilities of possible neighbors, where a full probabilistic grammar is supposed to look at the dependent events of tag concatenation along the full sentence. 
It is therefore clear that the Short Context technique will license more sentences than a grammar would; or, from a dual point of view, it will invalidate only part of the impossible combinations of tag assignment . SCr(t ,2) will have a closer fit coverage than SCr(t , l ) ,  and only in SCr(t ,N) (where N is the finite length of a given sentence) the licensing power will be identical to the weak generative capacity of the full grammar 

4 The functions "first" and "follow"' are used here much like in standard parsing techniques for both programming 
languages and natural languages; see [Aho 72] as a general reference. 
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(see illustration) . However, SCr(t,N) has only 
the time complexity of a finite automaton 
(beware space complexity, though) . The (theore
tical and empirical) rate of convergence of the 
finite approximation is an interesting and impor
tant research topic. If indeed for ·a rather small 
number M, SCr(t, M) provides most of the 
licensing power of a given full grammar, then the 
performance promise of short context methods 
is consequential for a variety of applications ( cf. 
[Church 80]) .  As mentioned before, it appears 
that even SCr(t, 1 )  can drastically reduce the 
a-priori polynomial number of tag sequences, 
typically to a number linearly proportional to 
the length of the sentence. 

3. An Example 

Consider the following "toy grammar" · for a 
small : fragment of English ( a variant of the basic 
sample grammar in [Tomita 86]) .  

The tag set includes only: n (noun), v (verb), det 
(determiner) , adj ( adjective ) and prep (preposi-
_tion) . The context free grammar G is: 

S - -> $< NP VP >$ 
NP - -> det n 
NP - -> n 
NP - -> adj n 
NP - -> det adj n 
NP - -> NP PP 
PP - -> prep NP 
VP - -> V NP 
VP _ .:.> VP PP 

G is a slightly mo�ified version of a standard 
grammar, where the special symbols "$ < "  (start) 
and " >  $" ( end) are added. 

To extract the local constraints from this 
grammar, we first compute the function next( t ) 
for every tag t in T, and from the result sets we 
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obtain the graph below, showing valid moves in 
the short context of length 1 (validity is, of 
course, relative to the given toy grammar) : 

r 
The  SC (t , 1 ) Graph 

G 

$< 
� det 7- . .  

X� l_ \ V 

�

--,-, -·---�Tv---_-,l'-· - prep 

The table of valid neighbors is derived directly 
from the graph: 

r 
SC (t , 1 ) Tab l e 

G 

$< det 
$< n 
$< adj 

prep det 
prep n 
prep adj 

V det 
V n 
V adj 

adj n 
det adj 
det n 
n V 

n prep 
n >$ 

This table describes the closure of next( t ) for 
all terminals in G. 

Of special interest is the complement of the 
SC(t , l )  table, relative to T2 . Here, information 
about terminal pairs which can never appear in a 
legal sentence is represented. Such a table may 
be used by grammar developers to test a 
grammar, presenting small "checklist tests" which 
are easy to make. 

From the SC(t, l )  graph above we can now 
extract information about the Positional 
PSC(t, l ,i) possibilities. This is done by tracing 
the way from "$ < " forward. The Positional 
Short Context tables are the following: 



r 
PSC ( t ,  1 ,  i )  

G 

Pos i t i on :  0 - - -> 1 1 - - -> 2 
$< det  det n 
$< n · det adj 
$< adj n prep n V n >$ adj n 

2 - - -> 3 

n V n prep n >$ prep det prep n prep adj 
V det V n v adj adj n 

3 - - -> 4 
V n prep det adj 

Note that from positions 3- > 4 on, the table gets identical to the general SC(t, 1) table (the closure) . 
Another useful information one can obtain from the SC(t , l) graph is the inverse of the tables above - the Positional SC that may be allowed when going from the end of a sentence backwards. This is, in fact , the Positional Left Short Context . What has to be done to create the tables is to invert every arc in the SC(t, 1) graph. Other than that, the procedure is the same. It is interesting to note that in our example the closure appears later when scanning the sentence backwards - from right to left .  
A final technical comment before showing the operation on a sample sentence: When the short context of distinct occurrences of the same terminal is different , it is useful to distinguish between them using an index. This will add more information about the PSC when tracing the Sentence Graph. 
Let us now consider the following sentence : 
"All old people like books about fish." 
The chart below shows the Reduced Sentence Graph - the original Sentence Graph from which 

invalid arcs (relative to the PSC tables) were removed.5 
pas i t  ion : -5 0 1 2 3 -4  

4 
- 3  -2 - 1 

ALL OLD PEOPLE L I KE BOOKS ABOUT F I SH 

det-,adj ➔ n � v �  n -;)prep-.> n 

0 

I' "-� "� II /' � $½ n n �v prep 1/ v�adj v >$ 
\� / 1' · adj / 

/ 

:..i n  

We are left with four valid paths through the sentence, out of 256 a-priori possible paths ( 256 . = 2*2*2*4*2*2*2 ). Two paths represent legal syntactic interpretations ( of which one is "the intended" meaning) . The other two are locally valid but globally invalid (having either two verbs or no verb at all, in contrast to the grammar). SCr(t ,2) would have invalidated one of the wrong two . 
Note that in this particular example the method was quite effective in reducing sentence-wide interpretations (for applications like parsing) , but it was not very good in individual word tagging disambiguation. 
Finally, let us emphasize that , while it is not trivial to construct an interesting example in English to demonstrate all the above, in Hebrew, even relative to a grammar similar to the above, it is hard to find a written sentence without considerable ambiguity. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, Hebrew poses tagging ambiguity of a second order, where different-length tag sequences may be assigned to a single given word. But in graph terms, it only means that a certain sequence of tags can be represented as a sequence of linked vertices in SG, the sentence graph. Hence "second order ambiguity" does not present a problem to our method. 

5 Th� sentence is analyzed here relative to the limited tag set of the sample grammar. Depending on the tag set, the 
lex1con and the grammar, the level of ambiguity (and the results i� this particular case) may be different. 
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4; Extensions 

The method described above can be extended to be useful in a variety of situations other than those presented. In this chapter we briefly discuss several such extensions. 
We already demonstrated how effective and efficient word tagging and path reduction can be used in a pre-parsing filter. We also mentioned applications ( e .g. some types of proof-reading aids) which do not call for full parsing, but require "stand alone" tagging disambiguation and can benefit from fast recognition of many illegal inputs .  On the other hand, for other applications, one may think of incorporation of shortcontext techniques directly into a parser. In such an environment , when the parser is about to test a hypothesis concerning the existence of a constituent, it will first check if local constraints do not rule out that hypothesis .  The motivation is the same as that beyond different techniques combining top-down and bottom-up considerations. To render the method more effective distinctions should be made between identicai tags (terminals, categories) appearing in different constituents (phrase types) . The p�ocess · of extracting local constraints from the grammar can be changed to account for the required distinction ( e.g. by indexing) . 
Another direction for extensions is to go beyond the model of straightforward context free grammars. The same process will hold as long as the short context can be easily computed from the grammar. The following are two such examples. l .  [Black 89] describes a process of transforming certain feature grammars into a finite state machine. The transition arcs in such a machine provide the full information required to construct our PSC tables .  2 .  Even when no efficient parser exists, L(SC) may still be easy to recognize. [Shamir 74] proved that testing membership in the family of the so-called context-free programmed languages is NP-complete; nevertheless, extracting local constraints from such grammars is easy. In fact, the recognition of L(SC) only depends on the existence of a formal grammar, not a parser. We now turn to discuss a probabilistic language 
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model, and see how short context considerations can be extended to account for probabilistic constraints. 
In the probabilistic environment , adjacent tags are not only valid ( 1 ) or invalid (0), but are allowed in any given probability between O and 1 .  This model may be more realistic for NLP systems which process real-life texts, where some phenomena happen more frequently than others. The Short Context tables will therefore have to include weights. 
We will first assume that a probabilistic context free grammar, such as described by [Fujisaki 89] , [Wright 89] and others, exists for the given language. In a probabilistic CFG, rules are labeled by probability estimators. Typically, the sum of probabilities is I for all production rules sharing the same left hand side. The probability of a sentential form is computed from all estimators of the rules used in the process of derivation. 
The probabilistic tables of the (Positional) Short Context can be extracted from such a grammar in various ways. The most natural (but not trivial!)  method requires attachment and carrying over of probabilities through the procedure for calculating next( t ) ,  described in chapter 2. · Another method to assign a probability to a tag pair [t l ,t2] ,  in a sentence image of n tags, could be based on evaluation of "dummy sentences" having t 1 and t2 in positions i and i + I respectively, and "wild card" entries elsewhere. But, since the probabilities attached to rules in . the probabilistic CFG were most likely drawn from a corpus, it may make sense to calculate the . short context information directly from the corpus, in parallel to the calculation of rule probabilities for the grammar. This is done by a simple counting of tag pairs appearing in successful analyses. To achieve a more natural normalization of statistical values, it may be better to define the weight of a tag pair in positions (i, i + 1) in a sentence relative to all other possible tag pairs in the same positions. The method can be generalized for longer sequences of adjacent tags. 
Similarly to the way a probabilistic CfG is constructed - by first defining the deterministic rules 



and then attaching weights to rules - we can draw deterministic local constraints from a grammar and later assign relative frequency values to entries in the short context tables. Given. a new sentence, one can first filter out all deterministically invalid arcs and only then evaluate paths in the reduced graph ( where arcs are ·1abeled with frequency estimators) for relative plausibility. 
The resulting graph is similar to the notion of "span" in [Marshall 83] and [DeRose 88] .  [DeRose 88] describes an efficient algorithm to find a plausible path in such graphs. The only difference is that our approach does not require unambiguous words to bound the scope of disambiguation - in' our case the "$ < " and ,; > $" markers will define a sc9pe of the full sentence. 
Note that if no probabilistic grammar exists for the language,_ and even if there is no formal context free grammar available at all, but some operational parser is available, probabilistic constraints can still be drawn from a corpus. The process will involve· analysis of sentences by the given parser, and counting of tag pairs ( or longer tag sequences) present in ' successful analyses.6 At the end of the corpus analysis, there will be a group of arcs for which the counter is still O ( or below a given threshold) .  This may happen either because the arcs are indeed invalid - such arcs can be now removed completely from the tables (thus embedding, in fact, the deterministic method within the framework of the probabilistic one); or they may represent a marginal syntactic phenomenon in the text domain of the given corpus (here practical considerations will determine the decision whether to keep or to delete such arcs from the Short Context tables) . 
In this model it may be more convenient not to use probabilities, but rather to assign to each arc a rank, representing the complement of the counter relative to the largest one found. The larger the rank is; the less frequent (hence less 

plausible) is the corresponding arc. 
A labeled sentence graph SG will now be created for input sentences, using these ranks. From this labeled graph, only the most probable path from start ($ < )  to end ( > $) is selected. For that, we suggest the algorithm by [Dijkstra 59] , which efficiently finds the shortest weighted path between two vertices in a directed graph. In principle, one may want to identify more than the one most probable path, e .g. if the second best is also highly ranked. For that different (and more complex) algorithms are needed. 
Note that the acquisition from a corpus described above brings - the model very close to the corpus-based M-gram model, applied at; the level of parts of speech; see [Katz 85] , [Atwell 88] ,  [Marshall 83] , for accounts of related methods. 
To conclude this chapter, we note that one may consider construction of deterministic grammars from corpora. Here the rules themselves will be · defined based on data found in the text .  Such grammars tend to be very large (cf. [Atwell 88]) .  Part of the reason is the grain of the tag set : such grammars might be inflated by the creation of "families" of very similar rules, not being able to recognize a generalization over similar tags. Another reason is in the distribution of rules (phrase structure) - only a small number of rules apply in a significant number of sample sentences, while most of the rules were derived from single examples. The performance efficiency of parsers ( deterministic or probabilistic) based on such methods will greatly suffer from the large size of the grammar. But for the processing of local constraints, the size of the grammar is not terribly important. Once the preprocessing phase has been completed, the actual testing of constraints is not badly aff �cted by the size of the constraints tables, thus making the local constraints approach effective in such an environment as well. 

6 I t  may not be absolutely required that only cases appearing in correct analyses are counted. Data resulting from wrong analyses may turn to be statistically insignificant, relative to real and frequent phenomena. cf. [Dagan 90]. 
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5. Final  Remarks 

\Ve have not attempted a rigorous discussion of the performance gains expected \\Then applying tagging disambiguation in a pre-parsing filter and/or in the parsing process i�self. The question is not easy. It strongly depends . on the parsing technique, on one hand, ,and on the degree of ambiguity at the -given language ( as reflected in a given grammar) , on the other hand. Naive bottom-up parsers, which assume a single combination of tags in each analysis pass against the grammar, can certainly benefit, by drastically reducing the exponential number of passes needed a-priori in cases of heavy ambiguity. Other · more sophisticated parsing techniques ( cf. [Kay 80] , for example) , can also save in computational complexity, by taking earlier decisions on inconsistent tag assignments and/or by requiring a smaller grammar. The detailed analysis here is not simple . But it seems that, although the constraints are drawn only from the grammar, and as such they are somehow expressed ( explicitly or implicitly) and will take effect during parsing, the different order of computation and the restriction to finite-length considerations are sources for considerable time savmg. 
Another important question concerns properties of the grammar that help build an effective filter of tentative paths. The grain of the tag set is such a significant factor. A better refmed tag set helps express more refined syntactic claims,  but it also gives rise to a greater level of tagging ambiguity. It also requires a larger grammar ( or longer lists of conditions on features, attached to phrase structure rules, which we here assume to be already reflected in the rules themselves) , hence a larger set of local constraints .  But these constraints will be much more specific and therefore more effective in resolving ambiguities. A rigorous analysis of this issue will help understand better what makes an effective disambiguator. An important point to make is that our method guarantees uniformity of the tag set used for the filter and for any parser acting upon the given grammar, thus making it useful in a variety of environments. 
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